
  

SMITH IS KING OF THE GLEN 

Round 8 of the Vertex Stock Car Cup was held at the famous Watkins Glen               

circuit, a favourite venue for American stock cars. The penultimate round of            

the second season of the Vertex Stock Car Cup turned out to be a race of                

strategy and bold actions and, in the end, it was Aaron Smith who was the               

overall race winner. 

Fourteen drivers lined up for the thirty-one lap race. The nature of the circuit and the                

race distance would test the drivers to the full, would they be able to run the same                 

tyres, would they be able to make the finish without refuelling? The drivers had to               

choose and the decisions they made shaped the race. 

Qualifying saw Aaron Smith take pole position ahead of Connor Mills, Bryan            

Crauwels and Jason Glen. Previous race winners, Alex Sedgwick qualified in eighth            

place, after exceeding track limits and getting a penalty, and Guillaume Hesnault            

was in fifth. 

Pole-sitter Smith led the field two by two on the rolling lap behind the pace car. As                 

the pace car peeled off, Smith held the lead as the cars raced into the first corner.                 

Behind the leaders in the mid-pack, Jaz Harvey, Jack Mace and Guillaume Hesnault             

all made contact, dropping them to the back of the field. 

Pro-driver Alex Sedgwick gained two places in the first lap and Hesnault passed             

Jonathan Hill and closed the gap on Yuri Ismael as he battled back up through the                

field. By lap four, Hesnault had caught and passed Ismael, who also lost a place to                

Hill. 

In the mid-pack, Sedgwick and Doble re-ignited the battle they started in the last              

race, in which Doble came out on top. The first driver to pit was Mace, who pitted on                  

lap 6. The battling Doble and Sedgwick started to close the gap on fourth place               

Glen.  At the front, Smith had built a 1.15 second lead over Mills. 



Doble's defences were finally broken down by Sedgwick on lap eleven when he got              

on the inside of him at the last corner before getting a better run down the straight                 

and taking the position. Immediately he then pulled a gap and closed in on the next                

driver Glen. 

At the front, Smith had a comfortable gap over second-placed Mills who had been              

caught by Crauwels. Visible damage on the front of Mill’s car, which had been              

caused when he made contact with the exterior wall, clearly slowed that Mills was              

struggling with tyre issues. 

Lap 12, Sedgwick passed Glen just before the “bus stop” to move into fourth place.               

Mills still visually struggling on old tyres, pitted on lap fourteen, freeing Crauwels to              

move into second and Sedgwick into third. A quick pit stop saw Mills re-join in tenth                

place. With just under half distance completed, other drivers started to pit for tyres.              

First was Doble, who was then followed by race leader Smith and second-placed             

Crauwels. This promoted Sedgwick into the lead of the race, Smith rejoined in fourth              

place, and a slower stop saw Crauwels re-join in eighth place. On his new tyres,               

Mills was already up to sixth place. 

Lap 17, Freiensehner pitted for tyres but, at the front, Sedgwick stayed out as did               

Glen and Hesnault. The newer tyres, however, enabled Smith to catch Hesnault and             

move into third place on lap eighteen, but leader Sedgwick still stayed out, as did               

second-place Glen and fourth place Hesnault. Sedgwick held a two-second lead           

over Glen on lap nineteen. All the other drivers had pitted for tyres, except              

Sedgwick, Glen and Hesnault who all stayed out on their old tyres. 

With ten laps to go, Glen hit pit lane and handed second place to Smith who was                 

lapping now consistently faster than the leader Sedgwick. Sedgwick, clearly          

struggling on his older tyres, held the lead until on lap twenty-five, Smith with better               

grip caught and passed him to take the lead. 

Now in second place, Sedgwick did not pit but stayed out and with six laps to go, he                  

was lapping a second slower than the chasing Mills in third. Sedgwick, drifting the              

car through every corner, was amazingly able to hold the gap over Mills. 



Two laps to go and Smith had a comfortable lead of ten seconds over Sedgwick,               

whose lap times had dropped again and was now lapping slower than the chasing              

Mills in third. Meanwhile, a battle was developing for fifth place between Doble and              

Glen, which helped Hesnault who, like Sedgwick, had stayed out on old tyres to hold               

his fourth place. 

Lap 30, Glen got alongside Doble and passed him on the first corner, releasing him               

to chase after Hesnault. On newer tyres, Glen caught and passed Hesnault, whose             

tyres were shot and clearly had no grip. At the front, Smith crossed the line ahead of                 

the valiant Sedgwick in second who, as he exited the final turn ran out of fuel, but                 

had a big enough lead to coast over the line ahead of Mills by just over five seconds.                  

Behind, third-placed Mills just held off Crauwels by five-hundredths of a second.            

Glen finished in fifth; behind, the struggling Hesnault entered the final turn in sixth,              

but a last corner lunge by Doble saw the two cars make contact, resulting in               

Hesnault spinning and losing the position. Doble crossed the line in sixth place but              

was deemed by the race officials to have gained an unfair advantage and was              

relegated back behind Hesnault who earned a hard-fought sixth place. 

Doble, Freiensehner, Harvey and Hill made up the top ten. 

The penultimate race ended up with most of the drivers pitting for new tyres and fuel                

and two drivers running the whole race on the same tyres and without a fuel stop.                

Achieving this feat, was like a win for both, but it was Aaron Smith who again                

stamped his mark on the race and took his third win of the series putting one hand                 

on the championship crown with just one race to go. He was clearly the king of the                 

Glen! 


